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The COVID pandemic 
unleashed a wave of 
widespread digital 
transformation that is 
unlikely to abate 
when the health 
crisis has passed.
We expect the COVID pandemic will represent an inflection point in most 
companies’ digital efforts, accelerating changes that were already underway 
and ushering in a new era of business. This report represents the first 
installment in a research initiative investigating how organizations successfully 
drive digital change. We focus our research efforts on understanding the 
characteristics of people who successfully lead this digital transformation—
people we call digital heroes. We interview 35 digital heroes in organizations 
directly and through AppDirect’s “Decoding Digital” podcast. From these 
interviews, we conclude:
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Digital heroes help the organization move forward digitally, and, in turn, 
the changes in the organization help more digital heroes step forward. 
This process can be challenging to get started, but it can generate 
considerable momentum once it does.

Digital transformation is a flywheel between digital heroes 
and a digitally transforming organization.

1

Yet, this curiosity also needs to be disciplined. Digital heroes must be 
selective about what they learn to yield maximum impact. They must 
also reserve and protect time for this continual learning. When digital 
heroes are curious, it shifts the focus of digital innovation from the 
simple success or failure of the initiative to what the organization can 
learn from experimentation, increasing the organization’s risk tolerance.

Because technology is continually evolving, changing the 
rules and capabilities of the business, digital heroes need to 
be curious and explore those changes.

2

When digital heroes can communicate this vision effectively across 
the organization, it can enable two-way transformation—both top-
down and bottom-up. Leaders communicate the vision for the 
organization's future, and employees take steps to enact that vision in 
their roles. They then share lessons learned from those actions back 
with senior leadership to help them refine their vision.

Digital heroes need to have a vision for how the organization 
can use digital technologies to compete better.

3

Instead, they are passionate about some aspect of the organization’s 
mission and see digital tools as an opportunity to accomplish that 
mission more effectively. When digital transformation is motivated by a 
passion for the mission, it can also help attract others inside and 
outside the organization, building support and momentum.

Digital heroes do not champion digital transformation simply 
because of the availability of new tools.

4

Digital heroes are leading their organizations into an unknown future, 
which requires considerable trial and error to figure out what works. 
Rather than simply planning or talking about digital transformation, 
digital heroes have an action orientation, experimenting with new forms 
of work. This experimentation enables agility because they can respond 
more quickly to events on the ground.

Digital transformation is challenging, so digital heroes need 
to be tenacious.

5



Success is not final, 
failure is not fatal: 

it is the courage to 
continue that counts.
 W i n sto n  S .  C h u rc h i ll
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Many organizations have engaged in significant digital transformation in 
response to the COVID pandemic. Yet, COVID wasn’t responsible for 
companies doing anything different concerning digital transformation; it simply 
accelerated existing trends. But what a metamorphosis it has been, 
accelerating a decade of digital trends into the span of only a few months. 
Michele Romanow, Founder of Clearco, claims that the pandemic “accelerated 
from e-commerce in 2020 to e-commerce in 2030 overnight.”



Jim McKelvey, the co-founder of Square and author of The Innovation Stack, 
explains that business transformation in the face of crisis has historical 
precedent. He says, “innovation, it turns out, is accelerated by a crisis. If you 
look at dozens of companies throughout history, in almost every case, there 
was some giant cataclysm that accompanied it.” The pandemic may serve as 
a decisive inflection point that will fuel considerable organizational 
transformation for years to come, in much the same way that the Y2K crisis 
fueled a massive investment in digital technology more than 20 years ago. 
Ross Mason, the founder of API platform company Mulesoft, agrees. He says, 
“I think now, particularly this year, everyone recognizes, from the board to the 
C-suite down, that there's a critical need to operate digital-first.” 



Even if executives recognize the need for digital transformation, they are often 
at a loss for successfully engaging in this transformation. This report helps 
address that gap. We interviewed 35 executives with deep experience in 
digital transformation to get to the bottom of what separates successful from 
unsuccessful digital transformation efforts. A better understanding of these 
success factors can help leaders drive digital innovation in organizations long 
after the pandemic is over. The need for digital transformation is unlikely to 
disappear when the pandemic wanes. Michele Romanow reflects, “no one is 
going to forget the impact of the pandemic.” 

 

As companies begin to gain experience and reap the value of the digital efforts 
forced by the pandemic, it is likely to lead to more digital transformation in the 
coming years. We may only be at the beginning of a massive wave of business 
and societal transformation culture spawned by the pandemic. This report can 
help you and your company navigate those changes. 
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J i m  M c K e lv e y  

Co-founder of Square

Innovation…is accelerated by crisis.



What organizations get wrong about digital transformation

Organizations frequently focus on the wrong aspect of the digital 
transformation by placing too much emphasis on the first word and not 
enough on the second. Leaders fixate on the “digital” part of the equation, 
enamored by shiny new tools that promise a revolutionary impact if you only 
buy, implement, and use them. While the “digital” part of the transformation is 
undoubtedly important, it is often easier to achieve. The more challenging part 
is often the “transformation,” the shift in processes, skills, and competitive 
dynamics that needs to accompany the implementation of new technologies to 
deliver the type of impact that many organizations desire.  



Hélène Barnekow, CEO of Microsoft Sweden, shares this perspective. She 
says, “the easier thing is still to invest in technology and buy new systems or 
platforms. The harder and more challenging thing and the thing that takes 
longer is to drive behavioral change and culture.” Farhan Irshad, CFIO of HIAS 
and Chairman of NetHope, also agrees, saying, “It's not always about rolling 
out new technologies. It's sometimes about organizing people, so they can take 
better advantage of the technologies that are available to them.”  



When organizations simply implement new technologies and data without 
engaging in the challenging organizational changes necessary to leverage 
them for business advantage, the tools are unlikely to deliver on their 
promised outcomes.

*

The transformation part of the equation is challenging because it often 
requires a fundamental shift in thinking that can challenge one’s previous 
business model assumptions. For example, Steve Roth, Vice President of 
Product Management at ADP, noted that his company needed to rethink many 
competitors as partners after implementing a cloud marketplace. He says, 
“The ADP Marketplace simplifies integration for our clients. That makes our 
competitors' lives easier as we satisfy the needs of our common clients. That 
said, it became a big internal challenge to overcome.” Lori Haggart, Global 
General Manager at Honeywell, also identified a need to shift an organization’s 
thinking. She says we need to start “thinking differently about the questions 
we're asking in the way that we're positioning how we're working with our 
customers is transforming the mindset to think more of a solution-based way 
of solving those problems.” Because of the new digital capabilities Honeywell 
possessed, “We had to start thinking about the ‘whys’ versus specifically the 
'hows.'"



Leaders may avoid the transformation part of the equation because rethinking 
people, processes, culture, and strategy can be deeply uncomfortable. Amy 
Chang, the founder of Accompany and board member of Procter & Gamble 
and Disney, says, “I think if you're not scared at all, either you're fooling 
yourself, or there might be something pathologically wrong with you.” She 
also notes some positive benefits of this discomfort, saying, “I think that fear 
can be a very healthy thing. It can help speed up the urgency. It can help you 
be more deliberate. It can help you know that you need to prioritize. These are 
healthy ways to leverage it.” Transformation may be challenging, but it is 
necessary to compete effectively in an increasingly digital world.

It’s easier to invest in technology… 

The harder and more challenging thing is to 
drive behavioral and cultural change.

H é l è n e  B A R N E KOW

CEO of Microsoft Sweden
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*For specific information on digitally transforming non-profit organizations, refer to 


"The Differences Between Tech-Enabled and Digital Nonprofits" published by NetHope's Center for the Digital Nonprofit.

https://solutionscenter.nethope.org/assets/collaterals/WP_THE_DIFFERENCES_BETWEEN_TECH-ENABLED_AND_DIGITAL_NONPROFITS.pdf
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Digital Transformation Starts with Digital Heroes

Focusing on transformation means that you start first with people, not 
technology. Khaled Chaar, Vice President, Cloud Marketplace at CANCOM, 
argues that the biggest challenge concerning digital transformation is “not 
technology, it's a people challenge.” But you can’t start with just any people. It 
begins with a particular group of people that we call digital heroes—the people 
at the vanguard of the different ways of thinking ushered in by digital 
technologies.  



We use the word hero in a specific way. We are not referring to people like 
Black Panther, Wonder Woman, or Superman with superhuman abilities. 
Neither are we using it to refer to real-world people who have accomplished 
incredible feats, like Abraham Lincoln, Nelson Mandela, or Helen Keller. 
Instead, we use the term hero in the most basic dictionary sense—as someone 
who exhibits great courage. Digital heroes are the people who look into the 
uncertainty of change and have the courage to take on the challenge it 
represents. Although some people may gravitate toward the role more 
naturally than others, anyone can be a digital hero.  



It is not enough for digital heroes to act alone. Leaders also need to help 
create an environment where they can emerge and thrive in their organization. 
Hélène Barnekow says, “you drive it because it's a leadership question. You 
have to have it on the agenda. You have to work with change management. 
You have to get it into your culture. You have to work for your culture.”

Digital transformation results from the interplay between the people who help 
bring the transformation and the organizational environment that enables 
those heroes. Joe Cho, Director of Product Management at ADP, notes that “in 
the early days there is a little bit of a chicken and egg problem for digital 
transformation.” Of course, the correct scientific answer to the chicken and 
egg problem is that neither came first. The organism and its offspring continue 
evolving until it becomes a very different organism. Digital transformation 
operates similarly. Both digital heroes and the organization evolve together 
until one day, each becomes very different from when they started the 
process.



When working together effectively, digital heroes and a digitally transforming 
organization can create a virtuous cycle. If digital heroes can begin helping the 
organization transform digitally, more heroes will start stepping forward. It 
works much like a flywheel: “a heavy revolving wheel in a machine that is 
used to increase the machine’s momentum.” It can take considerable energy 
and effort to get the flywheel moving, but once it does, it can gain momentum 
that continues to propel the whole machine forward. The same is true of 
digital transformation. Once the process gets started, it can gain momentum 
and push the organization into its digital future.  



The Hallmarks of Digitally Transforming Organizations

To understand how digital heroes help drive digital transformation, we 
studied both heroes who were enacting change in large, established 
organizations and entrepreneurs starting new organizations to enact digital 
change. The Lean Startup author Eris Ries explains the relationship between 
digital heroes and entrepreneurs. “Anytime you face extreme uncertainty 
about what's going to work in the future, you're doing a startup, whether you 
admit it or not.” Stephane Boisvert, President of Kaloom, agrees, saying, 
“digital heroes may not be changing the world, but they are changing their 
world.” Through our research, we identify four critical characteristics of 
digital heroes and the organizational characteristics that emerge from and 
support those characteristics:  

Each of these processes works like a flywheel, where the process gains 
momentum as the hero transforms the organization. The organization further 
changes the hero in a particular way. 

Having and communicating a vision enables two-way transformation

Curiosity leads to a healthy level of risk tolerance

Passion for the mission turns the organization into a talent magnet

Tenacity creates a bias toward action and iteration
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T WO - WAY  I N N OVAT I O N

V I S I O N A RY

TA L E N T  M AG N E T

PA SS I O N AT E

AC T I O N  
O R I E N T E D C U R I O UST E N AC I O US

R I S K

TO L E R A N T



+  Vision enables two-way transformation

Vision is critical for digital heroes because they see how the organization can 
be better due to evolving digital tools. Patrick Pichette, former CFO of Google 
and Chairman of the Board at Twitter, notes that digital heroes “can see 
tomorrow and, what's most important, they believe that tomorrow is better. 
They mostly see a path there, so they have conviction, and conviction matters 
immensely in these things.”  



This vision may cover a much longer timeframe than most leaders currently 
expect. Jeannette zu Fürstenberg, the founding partner of La Famiglia, says, “if 
you look at great leaders in general, they can see 10 or 15 years into the 
future. Where they become strong leaders is the ability to break that 
complexity down into something that we can grasp today and follow them.”



This process of breaking down the extremely long-term vision may result in 
different visions along multiple time horizons, each serving a unique purpose. 
Laela Sturdy, a partner at venture firm CapitalG, notes that the most influential 
entrepreneurs she works with have a layered vision of the future. She explains 
that an image of 20 years serves as “a nice sort of inspirational catalyst.” Five 
to 10 years is a reasonable time horizon for making investments because it’s 
the “sweet spot for how they see a market or opportunity changing.” Lastly, a 
vision of fewer than five years “connects people to reality and enables teams 
to develop plans.” Although an organization may not execute on the longer 
timeline, considering these longer timelines can shape the nature and direction 
of planning shorter-term timeframes. 

Furthermore, digital heroes do not fix this vision at a given time but constantly 
update it as events change. Lori Haggart describes this evolving vision. She 
says, “we have a vision that we iterate on every single year. We don't put 
together a vision and then put it in the top drawer and then let it sit there and 
kind of let it steep on itself and then pop open the door and dust it off. Our 
vision is a living, breathing thing.”



This long-term vision may seem daunting to executives, but it is a thought 
exercise that helps with short-term planning. A long-term vision keeps your 
strategic thinking from being overly influenced by the current state of digital 
trends. Vision also helps organizations prioritize existing initiatives. A 
significant barrier to digital transformation is too many competing priorities. 
Faisal Masud, CEO of Fabric, describes his time at Staples. He says, “When I 
arrived, I remember seeing there were 100 priorities. The first thing we had to 
do was evaluate; why do we have so many priorities? Everything was a 
priority. We broke that down, went from 100 to down to seven or eight.” 
Identifying which aspects of change are most important for achieving your 
vision is critically important.
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Enabling Executives to "See Around Corners" 
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Kathleen Taylor, the former President and CEO of Four Seasons Hotels and 
Resorts—and current Chair of Royal Bank of Canada—explains the value of 
executives adopting a long-term vision of the future. She explains that 
"Technology moves fast, people move fast and the whole world is moving fast. 
So it's not about just implementing today’s solution; it's about anticipating 
tomorrow's needs." She says that having a strong and informed vision for the 
future can allow leaders to "see around corners," helping organizations avoid 
making obsolete investments by the time the organization implements them.



As an example, she describes her team’s efforts when she was leading Four 
Seasons in the late 2000s. The hotel chain had plans to significantly revamp 
its online presence and upgrade its website to take advantage of three trends: 
the growth in online reservations; increasing usage of technology and social 
media by upscale travelers; and the emergence of search for mobile devices. 
They also had to do so in a way that accounted for future advances in 
technology and digital. 



She says, "Within a year of launching our fully redesigned website, direct 
customer reservations had more than doubled. A short time later a lot that 
traffic was coming in through the iPad, which had only been introduced a year 
earlier. And today, between 50 percent and 60 percent of visits to hotel 
websites come through mobile. Even back then, we knew we needed to build 
this important anchor to our distribution systems in a way that created 
maximum optionality in a rapidly changing digital landscape. By looking 
forward, we avoided the risk of scrapping very expensive technology 
investments, only to start again."  

Thus, the value of long-term vision lies not only in your ability to execute on 
that vision, but in keeping your strategic thinking from being overly influenced 
by short-term digital trends. By envisioning the distant future, you can 
reverse-engineer that future to help determine what steps you need to take 
today. Taylor says, "You really can't have a consumer-facing strategy without a 
digital strategy. You really can't have a global sales strategy without a digital 
strategy. You really can't have a global HR strategy without a technological 
solution to it. So, technology and strategy are no longer separate. They are 
two sides of the same coin."

Technology moves fast, people move fast 
and the whole world is moving fast. So it's 
not about just implementing today’s solution; 
it's about anticipating tomorrow's needs.

K AT H L E E N  TAY LO R

Former President & CEO of Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts



A vision alone, however, is not sufficient to enable digital transformation. “It’s 
not just about having the vision. It's about being able to communicate that 
vision to key stakeholders constantly,” says Stephane Boisvert. When a 
company’s employees understand the organization’s vision for the future, it 
enables them to participate in that vision and interpret it for their situation. 

 

Effectively communicating the vision facilitates digital transformation by 
enabling what we call “two-way innovation.” Two-way innovation allows 
innovation to occur both top-down from the senior leaders and bottom-up in a 
more grassroots fashion. Dr. Don Sheppard, Director of the McGill 
Interdisciplinary Initiative in Infection and Immunity, talked about how two-way 
innovation drove digital change in the healthcare system during COVID. He 
says, “by leveraging the energy, the frustration, and the pressures that were 
coming top‑down with the willingness and flexibility to go bottom‑up, that was 
the magic, that was the secret sauce.” Farhan Irshad shares this sentiment, 
saying, “innovation and change is not something that only flows from 
headquarters to the field. They could be larger than a big innovation that's 
happening on the ground that could flow the opposite way.” Modern digital 
infrastructure, such as cloud-based SaaS companies, helps enable this two-
way innovation because teams no longer have to wait for the IT staff to 
implement desired technologies. Khaled Chaar says, “Change is driven not just 
from the top-down, but also the marketing and sales agitation because they 
want features that it can't provide fast enough and so then they go to the 
cloud.”



Supporting two-way innovation requires a different way of leading from both 
senior leadership and middle managers. Steve Roth describes this trend. 
“What I’ve tried to do when leading digital efforts is help people on the team to 
become successful. Communicate the problems to solve, but don’t tell them 
exactly how to solve it. We have very smart people working for ADP, they will 
figure it out. The command and control concept, which is still prevalent in the 
industry, is dying.” Laela Sturdy echoes this sentiment, saying, “you can't be 
overly prescriptive by saying, ‘This is exactly how it's going to be,’ and very 
top‑down driven. You have to allow small teams of brilliant people to come 
together, kind of the thousand‑flowers‑bloom‑type approach to innovation. I've 
seen that work well.” 



Senior leaders need to enable greater levels of autonomy for employees, but 
the team leaders also need to step up and assume authority. Lori Haggart 
shares how this leadership works at Honeywell, “When our CEO reinforces 
the digital transformation message in his speeches, it underscores the 
importance of it and helps with the buy-in on the ground. Enabling the teams 
on the ground is super important. As a leader, you have to make sure that 
you're providing the right tools and resources to the team on the ground to do 
their job effectively.”

Effectively communicating the vision is essential
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They can see tomorrow 
and, what's most 
important, they believe 
that tomorrow is better.

PAT R I C K  P I C H E T T E

Chairman of the Board at Twitter

The Vision/Two-way Transformation Flywheel

Effectively communicated vision allows employees at 
all parts of the organization to understand and 

execute that vision, which provides additional insights 
and feedback to leaders to further shape that vision. 

T WO - WAY  I N N OVAT I O N

V I S I O N A RY



+  Disciplined curiosity leads to a healthy level of risk tolerance

When asked about the essential characteristics of digital heroes, Christin 
Hanneken, Manager of Strategy & Operations, Cloud Marketplace at CANCOM, 
says simply, “I think these people need to be curious.” Hélène Barnekow 
agrees, saying, “One important element for that, to me, is to stay curious. We 
started a little bit on that in terms of technology and benefit from that growth 
mindset. We need to ask questions. We need to learn.” Curiosity is important 
for digital heroes because it is necessary to keep up with digital technologies' 
rapid change. Laela Sturdy says, “Continual learning will be one of the most 
important conversations over the next decade because of the amount of 
change and innovation in digital technology.” Eric Ries takes the sentiment one 
step further, suggesting that “speed of learning is the fundamental unit of 
competition. Everything you do to accelerate that learning is key.”



Curiosity is not simply a natural characteristic of digital heroes. It is a 
discipline that needs to be cultivated by the hero and supported by an 
organization’s leadership. One facet of this discipline knows what the digital 
hero needs to learn to maximize their impact. The rate and scope of digital 
innovations make it virtually impossible for one person to learn it all, so the 
digital hero must make choices. Brad Feld, Managing Director of venture 
capital firm Foundry Group, echoes this perspective, saying, “their magic 
formula is a combination of radical self-inquiry and continuous learning.  
Either one by itself is fine. The magic is the connection of the two.” Digital 
heroes not only need to keep learning, but they need to dig deeper to 
understand what to learn so that they can have the most significant impact.

Another facet of the discipline of curiosity is ensuring that the digital hero has 
sufficient time to be curious. If they do not approach curiosity intentionally, the 
day-to-day tasks of the digital hero’s job will likely crowd out any curiosity. Dr. 
Don Sheppard describes this problem in the healthcare setting. “We have not 
left much space for that type of creativity in the health care providers' lifestyle 
and day. There is now a regimented ‘every minute counts’ type of problem. 
Recognizing that time limitation and coming up with creative challenges 
around it is the first and probably most important step.”  



Hélène Barnekow has developed one strategy for protecting curiosity for her 
employees. She asks her team to place two-hour “learning blocks” in their 
schedule. She explains that “people can use them to do online training, they 
can go and work in a coding organization to teach young girls code, you can 
take on an unexpected meeting, you can go speak at a conference. You have to 
plan a scheduled time that reminds you of something new, learning, and being 
open-minded. The busier you get, the more important it is to look for that time, 
so you cannot forget it.”
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The speed of learning is the 
fundamental unit of competition. 
Everything you do to accelerate 
that learning is key.

E R I C  R I ES

Author of The Lean Startup

R I S K  TO L E R A N TC U R I O US



Building a $400M Company One Iteration at a Time
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Rich Aberman, a co-founder of payments company WePay, described the 
importance of continual learning for building his business, which was sold to 
JPMorgan Chase in 2017.  He explains that "I don't think the original idea for 
WePay was any different than many of our early competitors. It was a 
relatively simple idea. Many people were building apps to make it easy for 
friends to send and receive money and manage shared expenses." Aberman 
explains that WePay's secret to success was not in the novelty of the idea but 
in the execution that allowed the company to improve upon that simple idea 
continually. 



They rolled out a competent product and then slowly improved on that core 
product over and over again. He says, "It was a willingness to learn from what 
was working and what wasn't, embrace the need to change and evolve and 
iterate until we found something that hit a sweet spot. Some founders can see 
the world 10, 20, 30 years out or have this potent personal vision that they 
spend a lifetime imposing on the universe. We did not fit in that category. It 
was always this bending our path and like a heat‑seeking missile trying to find 
the right answer. We were able to parlay some modicum of success and some 
learnings that we had into the ability to keep going and get more runway." 



The same applies to digital transformation. While digital heroes may need a 
vision for the future, that vision does not need to be profound, perfect, or even 
complete. Instead, if you start acting with some slight notion of what is 
possible and keep learning and improving on your attempts to realize that 
vision, it will slowly come into focus as you test and learn what works for your 
organization and what doesn't. 

It was a willingness to learn from what was 
working and what wasn't, embrace the need 
to change and evolve and iterate until we 
found something that hit a sweet spot.

R I C H  A B E R M A N

Co-Founder of WePay



Curiosity helps facilitate digital transformation by shifting the goals of 
experimental digital efforts. Instead of value lying solely in the success or 
failure of an experimental initiative, the real value comes in what the 
organization can learn from engaging in digital experimentation. Not bound 
solely to understanding initiatives in terms of their success or failure increases 
the risk tolerance in the organization.



Mark Templeton, former president and CEO of Citrix Systems, agrees. “If I'm 
wrong, how bad is that? That's not the worst thing in the world. If I'm wrong, 
I'll have learned something." Eric Ries agrees. “When I look back, the Silicon 
Valley ethos was that if you failed, that was a learning opportunity. That meant 
that you were more qualified to do the next startup than the previous one.” It 
also means that organizations should look deeper into and learn from failures 
and successes. It can be challenging to gain momentum from successful 
digital initiatives if you don’t understand why they were successful. Laela 
Sturdy dismisses the idea that managers may become too tolerant of failures. 
She says that organizations are “not going to become huge failure boats. It’s 
more of a shift, from being right 95-100 percent of the time to 70 percent. 
How does that feel? What you want to avoid are teams that are trying to be 
perfect, such that they don’t tolerate any mistakes.” 



It is also critical to recognize that failure to take advantage of an opportunity 
can be an even more costly mistake than a failed initiative. Curiosity lessens 
the risks of missing opportunities by keeping digital heroes open to unexpected 
developments. Amy Chang says, “You need to keep an open mind and allow for 
serendipity to happen. If you’re too stuck on any one sub-sector or any one 
idea, a lot of times you'll miss the signals that are coming towards you that, 
maybe, you shouldn't be ignoring.”

It's about learning, not success or failure
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If I'm wrong, how bad is that? 
That's not the worst thing in 
the world. If I'm wrong, I'll 
have learned something.

M A R K  T E M P L E TO N

Former President & CEO of Citrix Systems

The CURIOSITY/RISK-TOLERANCE Flywheel

A disciplined curiosity increases risk tolerance by shifting 
emphasis from success or failure to the amount of 

learning that occurs. More learning increases the number 
of potential questions that the digital hero can explore.

R I S K  TO L E R A N TC U R I O US



+  Passion turns the organization into a talent magnet

Many organizations motivate digital transformation the same way as George 
Leigh Mallory approached Mt. Everest—“because it’s there.” Digital heroes 
don’t simply pursue digital transformation because they can but because they 
see it as a way to solve a significant problem or better engage in a mission. 
Lori Haggart of Honeywell explains, “the customer could care less how you 
solve the problem; they just want it solved.” 



When digital transformation is motivated by solving problems and not a change 
for transformation’s sake, people can become more personally invested in the 
transformation process. Several of our interviewees indicated that passion 
was an essential part of their success. Dax Dasilva, CEO of e-commerce 
company Lightspeed, observes, “the people who made the most change are 
ones that were driven by passion and had a sense of characteristics and had a 
sense of themselves.” Michelle Zatlyn, Co-Founder and COO of Cloudflare, 
noted that transformative initiatives “really start with finding a meaningful 
problem that you're proud to work on, and then go work on it as fast as you 
possibly can because you will meet incredible people along the way.”  



Either the positive or negative side of the emotional spectrum can drive this 
passionate response. Optimism can drive it, such as Patrick Pichette’s earlier 
observation that digital heroes “see the future and it’s better.” Yet negative 
feelings, like anger over structural problems, can also drive it. Jim McKelvey 
notes that anger is an excellent source of motivation, saying that digital heroes 
“can be grumpy, they can be cynical, they can be angry. I mean, anger is a 
great source of energy if you can bottle that up. I used to use anger a lot.”

This problem-solving orientation can be associated with various aspects of 
the organization’s mission. Amit Bendov, CEO of AI platform gong.io, 
emphasizes focusing on solving the customer’s problems. He says, “focus on 
the consumer versus the constraints. Because when you focus on the 
constraints on what you can't do because of your current environment, you 
quickly forget what the consumer wants.” Similarly, Clara Shih, Founder and 
Executive Chairman of Hearsay Systems, was motivated by a similar mission. 
She notes that employees at her company “were very passionate about this 
idea of social selling in sales reps connecting authentically and doing more of 
their digital marketing, instead of relying on what your marketing team might 
be blasting out.” 



Regardless of which problem you choose to solve through digital 
transformation, it must support its overall mission. Amit Bendov concludes, “It 
has to be something that's overall aligned with a company goal. Whatever 
you're doing, it can't take the company sideways. You can do that, but it will 
not get the support. It will not get people excited.” Many organizations fall into 
this trap when they seek digital transformation simply because a new tool is 
available, rather than carefully considering how the transformation will help 
the organization achieve its mission.
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The people who made the 
most change are ones that 
were driven by passion.

DA X  DA S I LVA

Founder of Lightspeed

TA L E N T  M AG N E T

PA SS I O N AT E



Turning Technology into a Talent Magnet
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Stephane Boisvert notes that the technology and mission behind Kaloom are 
indispensable for attracting the talent to move his company forward. 
Sometimes digital transformation can become "like religion," with those who 
believe in the vision willing to evangelize and work to help make it a reality. He 
says, "that vision brought a bunch of folks to come in who wanted to work and 
be part of that journey because, from a technology standpoint, what we are 
trying to accomplish is so dramatic that people want to be part of it. It creates 
an in-depth group of people that are passionate about what they're doing."



It is essential to ensure that new hires share that passion, because this type of 
work isn't for everyone. Inappropriate hires can begin to dampen the 
enthusiasm. Boisvert notes that he has to factor this passion into the recruiting 
process to continue to enable momentum. When he interviews new candidates, 
instead of first asking about their qualifications and skills, he starts by 
explaining "what we're trying to do, what the environment will be in terms of 
what we're going to do, a leading technology that will change the world." While 
he is explaining this vision, he carefully observes their body language to see if 
they are inspired by or hesitant about this explanation. After he gets a sense of 
whether they would share the passion for the mission, he will begin learning 
more about their resume and qualifications. He explains, "I put everything on 
the table first and see how the person reacts."

I put everything on the 
table first and see how 
the person reacts.

ST E P H A N E  B O I S V E RT

President of Kaloom



This passion for the mission helps organizations digitally transform by 
attracting others to join in. Previous research on digital transformation shows 
that more than 70 percent of organizations lack sufficient talent to support 
their digital strategy. Yet, more than 75 percent of individuals of all ages also 
say they want to work for a digital leader. The passion for the mission 
exhibited by the digital hero helps bring those people into the organization or 
from other parts of the organization to make a difference in the organization’s 
digital transformation plans. Mission-driven transformation can attract other 
stakeholders, such as partners and customers, to join the mission. Amy Chang 
observed this dynamic at her time in the early days of eBay, “they were 
growing rapidly, and it's all about community, both the buyers and the seller 
community. It had a lot of heart. People were very, very passionate.”



Our interview subjects echo the importance of attracting valuable talent as an 
inherent part of digital transformation efforts. Hélène Barnekow notes that 
“the companies of the future need to be super magnets. They need to attract 
talent. They need to attract customers. They need to attract companies who 
want to be partners with them. They need to attract stakeholders. The 
attraction of talent is quite broad and very fundamental.”



Dax Dasilva posits that “bringing people into your vision and then inviting 
people to be a part of developing it, sharing ownership of it, is the greatest 
way to get things going. When everybody feels like it's their project and 
everybody feels like it's their impact, that's one way to make sure that you've 
got buy-in and that everybody's excited about what's possible.” Patrick 
Pichette also describes this aspect of digital heroes. He says, “They typically 
have a knack of attracting the right team around them. People want to work 
for them, but they attract specifically the right type of people that actually will 
take the hill with them, rather than the boss.”

Attracting others to the mission
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They were growing rapidly, 
and it's all about community, 
both the buyers and the seller 
community. It had a lot of 
heart. People were very, very 
passionate.

A M Y  C H A N G

Founder of Accompany

The PASSION/ATTRACTING OTHERS Flywheel

The passion for the mission exhibited by the digital hero 
attracts others to join that mission, which increases the 
number of digital heroes who can then attract others.

TA L E N T  M AG N E T

PA SS I O N AT E



+  Tenacity yields an action orientation
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In his quest to develop the electric light bulb, Thomas Edison famously said, “I 
have not failed. I have just found 10,000 ways that don’t work.” In this 
statement, Edison exhibited the last characteristic of digital heroes we found: 
tenacity. Tenacity is vital because, quite frankly, digital transformation is 
challenging. Digital heroes will need to persist in making progress despite 
these headwinds. Even if the overall progress of digital transformation is 
generally in the right direction, the process of figuring it out can involve trial 
and error. Laela Sturdy notes, “We're going to keep believing there's a better 
way to do something, but the path isn't going to be straight and up and to the 
right. It's going to be zig‑zagged. It's going to be hard.”  



Michele Romanow shares a similar perspective on the tenacity of digital 
heroes. She describes a digital hero as someone who has “persistence and 
resilience that they can continue to iterate and pivot their business. Every day, 
there's something that blows up and something that doesn't go wrong. That's a 
normal part of the journey, and they just figure it out.” Eric Ries says, “when 
we talk about the need to pivot, a pivot is just a change in strategy without a 
change in vision. Sometimes, the pivots are extreme.” Brad Garlinghouse, CEO 
of crypto enterprise software player Ripple, also speaks about the tenacity of 
digital heroes, saying, “It's the fundamental belief that if you put any wall in 
front of me, I will find a way through it, around it, over it, under it. I think that, in 
amazing entrepreneurs, there's a sense of optimism and a sense of ... ‘can do,’ 
that is powerful.” 

The tenacity of digital heroes helps organizations transform digitally by 
enabling an action orientation. Given the nature of digital transformation as a 
flywheel, the biggest challenge is often just getting started. Michele Romanow 
describes this benefit, saying, “My biggest piece of advice is just get started. 
You're never going to feel like it's the right time. It's never going to feel like you 
have enough knowledge. By getting going, by jumping in the pool, you have to 
swim."  

There's a sense of optimism 
and a sense of ‘can do,’ 

that is powerful.

B R A D  G A R L I N G H O US E

CEO of Ripple

AC T I O N  O R I E N T E D T E N AC I O US



Creating Conditions for Agility at ADP

Steve Roth is a three-time digital hero, having first led ADP's mobile app, then 
growing the ADP Marketplace from two employees into a centerpiece of the 
organization’s digital strategy. He is now on his fourth tour of duty as a digital 
hero, leading ADP's Agile Center of Excellence. The purpose of this CoE is to 
enable agility, not simply at the level of the digital hero and their team, but 
across the entire organization by reducing friction. He explains while individual 
business units have been successful with ADP’s agile transformation, "we 
haven’t done as well at the portfolio level." He explains, "We've got 11,000 
people who are great technologists, they know how to code, they know how to 
build great technology, so we are trying to make it more efficient." 

 

Accomplishing this goal starts with a common, standard language and a way 
of working. He explains that "when you can't get teams working together or 
when teams talk past each other because the vocabulary isn’t the same, it just 
kills productivity. So when I think about digital transformations and digital 
heroes, it’s about finding where the friction is, figuring out a way to automate 
it, and getting people to work on more value-added things versus repetitive 
things." While individual digital heroes may be action-oriented and agile, to 
truly move the organization forward, it is vital to create the condition and the 
framework that enables these individuals to work agile on their own and also 
effectively with others trying to work in the same way. When an organization 
can do so, the flywheel of action orientation and agility can gather momentum. 
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We've got 11,000 people who are great 
technologists, they know how to code, 
they know how to build great technology, 
so we are trying to make it more efficient. 

ST E v e  rot h

VP Product Management at ADP Marketplace



This action orientation may have been one of the silver linings concerning 
digital transformation with the COVID pandemic. Many companies found that 
they needed to innovate digitally because they simply had no choice but to do 
so. In being forced into acting, many companies found surprising success.  



For example, Dr. Don Sheppard noted precisely this experience in the 
healthcare industry. He said, “we weren't allowed to see patients face-to-face 
as physicians. That's when telemedicine was born. It was born out of 
necessity instead of design. What we've seen is that the user experience is 
driving it. As a result, it's turning into a much better product than had we done 
it with the classical development of getting companies to launch products and 
look at them.” During COVID, many organizations were forced into the most 
challenging aspects of digital transformation just to survive. In doing so, many 
realized they could be more successful with digital transformation than they 
ever realized.



In researching his book, The Innovation Stack: Building an Unbeatable 
Business One Crazy Idea at a Time, Jim McKelvey discovered that this drive to 
survive in the face of existential threat is what drives many great companies. 
He says, “According to Herb Kelleher [founder of Southwest Airlines] and the 
other people that I researched for the book, when the US airlines all banded 
together to drive Southwest out of business, and were blocking fuel pumps 
and suing them and doing all sorts of crazy stuff, it created this warrior 
instinct that permeated his organization. It's this thing that we all possess. The 
trick is learning how to trigger it in a business setting, when you don't want to 
put yourself in an existential threat situation. One of the ways to bring this 
characteristic to the surface is to put yourself in a situation where your literal 
life or your business life depends on a certain set of actions.”



Action orientation also enables the organization to operate more agilely, 
emphasizing prototypes and iteration over careful planning. Aaron Levie of Box 
notes the importance of this agility in responding to change, “We have a 
culture that is built on being agile and responding dynamically to events in the 
market. It's been fairly smooth in unleashing the energy of the organization, 
pointing it in the right direction, and going out and executing on our mission, 
even though we've had to adapt to this environment.” Lori Haggart also 
emphasizes the value of agility enabled by this action orientation. She says 
“driving the concept of agile and the flexibility of development cycles has been 
probably one of the bigger opportunities for us.”

Action begets agility
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Driving the concept of agile 
and the flexibility of 
development cycles has been 
probably one of the bigger 
opportunities for us.

LO R I  H AGG A RT

General Manager, Optical Engines and Software at Honeywell

The TENACITY/ACTION ORIENTATION Flywheel

An action orientation allows digital heroes to get 
quick wins, building momentum and bolstering 
the case for more extensive transformations.

AC T I O N  O R I E N T E D T E N AC I O US
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Getting Started: Digitally Transforming Your Organization

It can take considerable effort to overcome the inertia of the status quo and build the momentum that will propel your digital transformation efforts. COVID got the 
ball rolling for many organizations’ badly needed digital transformation efforts. Yet, the critical challenge leaders face now and in the years to come is how to use 
that jump-start to drive further digital change. Perhaps the best summary of getting started with digital transformation came from Patrick Pichette, recalling his 
early work at Bell Canada. Pichette compares the initial stages of digital transformation as a political campaign. He explains, “You have to have kind of almost 
religion from the CEO and the board because it's going to be super bumpy. You need to show momentum and show early wins. You're basically in the political 
campaign until the place self-fuels, and it can take quite a while.”  

My biggest piece of advice is just get started. 
By jumping in the pool, you have to swim.

M I C H E L E  RO M A N OW

Founder of Clearco



Successful digital transformation doesn’t result from a massive overhaul of the 
organization meticulously planned. Instead, it happens through the numerous 
small changes that can grow in size and impact over time. Starting with small 
initiatives allows the organization to build the required momentum for digital 
transformation. Pichette argues that as a part of the political campaign, you 
need to “show momentum, you need to shop early wins.” Laela Sturdy agrees, 
“No one can refute when those quick wins deliver business value. That helps 
those leaders gain even more credibility and rope internally to make then 
bigger bets that could take a longer time to transform.”  



As the company gains more experience and success with these more modest 
digital transformations, it can tackle more considerable changes as it slowly 
adapts to a digital world. To start, leaders can ask themselves the following 
questions:



What are two to three small initiatives that could make a meaningful 
difference in our company’s operations within six to eight weeks? How will 
we evaluate the success or failure of these initiatives and determine what 
we can learn from them? How will we share lessons learned with others in 
the organization?

Perhaps the most dangerous time for digital transformation efforts is following 
the quick wins from small transformation initiatives. Many organizations are 
content to pat themselves on the back following a successful experiment, point 
to the success as evidence that their company is moving into a digital future, 
then go back to business as usual. One or two small wins do not make a digital 
transformation. They are only valuable to the extent that they get the flywheel 
moving and begin to unlock further change. Pichette concludes, “Rapid 
iteration is a huge advantage. You need to have super-fast cycle times trying 
these experiments.” Leaders can ask themselves the following questions:



What would we need to do to ensure that the process of digital innovation is 
repeatable? How can we build small wins into more extensive opportunities 
for change? What could these more extensive opportunities mean for the 
competitive position of my organization?

Simply identifying the digital heroes and their ideas of beginning 
transformation is only the first step. Protecting these digital heroes and their 
ideas as they seek to implement them is critical. Pichette continues, “I think 
you need a lot of discipline around that because they need to feel supported. 
You tell them we're going to give you all the support you need, and in some 
cases, you have to throw way more support economically than you might 
initially think.” 

This protection is essential because large organizations structurally discourage 
this type of change leaders seek in digital transformation. Jim McKelvey notes 
that “big organizations are designed to kill new ideas unless they actively try to 
counteract it.” He jokingly suggested that companies give teams trying to drive 
digital innovation a “get out of jail free card” that would allow them to 
circumvent a certain number of the company’s rules. Other companies 
physically move innovative initiatives outside the organization’s facilities to 
provide some geographic separation as well as protection. Leaders can ask 
themselves the following questions:



What resources—time, finances, technology, staff—would I need to provide 
for digital heroes to succeed in my organization? How would my 
organization likely try to kill the innovation initiated by digital heroes? What 
can I do to protect and nurture that innovation?

The first step for most leaders is developing the commitment and resolve to 
use COVID as an opportunity to move their organization forward. Leaders 
should be asking themselves several questions now:



What have we learned or done differently as an organization since the 
beginning of the pandemic? How can these new capabilities allow us to 
compete differently when the pandemic wanes? What new capabilities might 
our competitors have developed? 



When leaders begin asking and answering those questions, they can begin a 
series of concrete steps to ensure that they use the gains of the past year or 
so to propel their organization into a digital future.

The first step is to find the digital heroes that are almost certainly already 
present in your organization. Pichette says, “You have to find the innovators 
and the risk-takers, and you bring them on board, and part of your political 
campaign is they're essentially the proof points of the value.” 



René Obermann, Chairman of Airbus and Managing Director of Warburg 
Pincus, shares one practical way to identify those digital heroes. He says, 
“there must be an institutionalized system for people to be encouraged to 
bring up innovative ideas. The glass ceilings for people not to be able to 
communicate with their leadership need to be eliminated. You need to 
establish a team to help you do that. Unless you do that, people don't feel 
encouraged. You don't leverage the collective energy of an organization of 
innovation.”



One advantage to this approach is that digital heroes lower down in the 
organization often have a very different—more realistic—view of how the 
organization functions and provide important insights into which 
transformations might have the most significant short-term impact. Leaders 
might ask themselves the following questions:



Where might I find the people in our organization willing to step up and be 
digital heroes? What can I say or do as a leader to encourage those digital 
heroes to step forward? What do I do with them when they do?
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Find digital heroes and start with a coalition of the willing. 1

Protect the digital heroes from your organization.2

Start small and share quick wins to build momentum.3

Repeat.4



Disruption Has Only Just Begun

Many companies found themselves forced into digital transformation by COVID, 
whether they liked it or not. However, it is unlikely that we will “go back” to 
pre-pandemic ways of working once the danger of the pandemic has passed. 
COVID simply accelerated trends that were already occurring and were 
possibly long overdue for most organizations. We expect the coming years to 
involve even more digital disruption as companies build on the momentum of 
digital transformation gained during the pandemic to drive further change. As 
a result, the coming few years could be among the more exciting and 
disruptive periods of innovation that many of us will experience in our 
lifetimes. Organizations should start finding their digital heroes now to help 
them discover and develop the capabilities necessary for navigating this 
coming change. Doing so can help them compete in the coming period of rapid 
digital transformation and fierce competition that the pandemic has unlocked 
and shows no sign of slowing anytime soon.

AppDirect helps businesses of any size tackle the challenges of the digital economy 
head on. Everything we build, every problem we solve, is centered on making the 
experience of buying, selling, and managing technology better for all.



With AppDirect, companies can build or scale their own technology ecosystem where 
they can sell any product, through any channel, on any device as a service.



AppDirect powers some of world’s largest B2B marketplaces for technology services, 
including AppSmart, the go-to destination to access the most comprehensive catalog 
of business services and the largest network of Technology Advisors.



Headquartered in San Francisco, our company is trusted by brands such as Microsoft, 
Google, Deutsche Telekom, Jaguar Land Rover, ADP, and many more.
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